Abstract. The paper considers the following problems: 1) The development of a probability model to determine malfunction of the terminal; 2) Determining the emergency situations at the terminal based on statistical data; 3) Optimizing the effect of failures on the operation of the terminal; 4) Identifying the conflicting situations in making managerial decisions at the terminal.
Introduction
Terminals play an important role in freight transportation.
It can be observed that various random factors influence strictly regulated terminal operation. If these factors are not taken into account by deterministic models in planning and controlling terminal operation, its efficiency can be considerably decreased.
The analysis of the well-known journals dealing with transport problems "TRANSPORTATION SCIEN-CE", "TRANSPORT THEORY AND STATISTICAL PHYSICS", "TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH PART B -METHODOLOGICAL" published in the last 20 years has shown that statistical-stochastic models are suggested to be used in this area [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, the articles considering the role of random factors as well as their formation and classification could not be found. These factors can emerge for subjective and objective reasons.
Factors caused by objective reasons may be divided into three groups including technical, organizational and economic aspects. The main technical factors are associated with the process of transportation and equipment (e.g. vehicles, containers, hoisting mechanisms, etc.) and with the technological aspects; organizational factors include specialization, scientific and technical information, measures aimed at increasing quality of transport services, work of the customs, moral responsibility for the quality of work, etc., while economic factors are related to tariffs, work payment, labour intensity, financial incentives, etc.
Generally, technical-economic indicators of the terminal operation should be analyzed in terms of random factors which are random with respect to any argument value as well. The arguments include time or other parameters of the terminal operation (technological process). Thus, the criteria of optimality should also be considered as being random rather than determined.
Most criteria used to assess the operation of the terminal and individual technological processes are interlinked and this should be taken into account when using them as optimality criteria. In determining the numerical characteristics of technical-economic indicators according to statistical data obtained in the process of terminal operation, mathematical expectation as well as correlation and variance functions should be calculated.
A probability model for determining interferences in terminal operation
The state of the terminal when after a certain accident it cannot operate normally will be referred to as a failure. In the reliability theory a failure (discontinuity of operation) is an event leading to the situation when the parameters of a system do not meet the specified limits. In our case, a failure is considered to be a case when the terminal cannot normally perform its functions.
The reliability criterion is referred to as a probability to avoid an inadmissible limiting state in the terminal operation when trying to reach the level defined by some planned indicator i R , actually implying failurefree terminal operation. 
K are assumed to be correlated as well as having normal distribution, then the formula given below may be used to express the function ( ) x .
The probability [ ]
is calculated by the formula:
Substituting the value
into the formula (1) and rearranging it respectively, we will obtain: 
Failures at the terminal are usually caused by some emergency situations. Therefore, in considering the latter, it could be advisable to use theoretical methods based on the probability value functions.
Determining emergency situations at the terminal based on statistical information
Let us assume that no emergencies occur at the terminal for some time, then they happen for the time 1 τ ′ ′ and later, in the time period 2 τ′ , the terminal is operating normally. Then, during the time period 3 τ′ terminal operation is influenced by another random factor, and so on. Let us refer to the moments ( ) 
The rate of failures at the terminal is expressed as:
where z is integration variable.
The analysis of the statistical data has shown that the flows of individual failures are ordinary, allowing us to assume that ( )
, where i is the index of the type of failure.
The periods of various operational states are distributed according to the exponential law:
When the recovery periods are of the uniform Poisson nature, the distribution of the periods is as follows:
where m is the number of various types of failures.
The average time of failure-free operation can be obtained from the equation (2) The stability of terminal operation is expressed in the following way:
Let us refer to the sum of all recovery periods n τ ′ as the total input in the recovery time until the moment t and denote it as 
Optimization of failure influence on the terminal operation
A great number of factors influence the operation of the terminal and may cause its malfunction. However, their influence varies to a great extent. Therefore, they are divided into major and minor factors. In this case, the simulation results should be optimized before using them for management purposes.
The problem may be formulated as follows. Let the controlled variable be a random number with the domain function ( ) 
is a penalty for deciding to prescribe the controlled variable to step j , while the value x is actually found in step i .
Minor factors may cause the situation when the controlled variable with its value is in the th j − step. The problem will be solved by the dynamic programming method. In this case, this method is advantageous because no special conditions concerning ( )
are specified. The following recurrent relationships will be used to determine optimal values of the controlled variable. First, let us calculate the value functions: . (4) The expressions (3) and (4) α ,
which is actually the solution of the problem. The above algorithm can be expanded by slightly modifying it to include the case when the penalty for inaccurate solution depends on the exact value of the controlled variable.
Conflicting situations in decision-making
In making optimal statistical decisions, the average number of conflicting situations should be determined. Conflicting situations occur due to the conflict of interests of the terminal authorities and carriers as well as of individual carriers and the terminal referring to a given and the future moment, etc.
Causes of the conflicting situations make a finite set J and are associated with the stochastic nature of the terminal. Let us number the causes of the conflicting situations as follows:
Conflicting situations should be divided into primary and secondary. The conflicting situations J i ∈ are referred to as primary. They occur due to one cause which is usually associated with some emergency situation at the terminal.
Let us consider the determination of a random number of conflicting situations in time ( )
The flow of events ( ) 
K of the sum of the distribution laws and uniformly distributed values expressed by a circuital integral
It follows from (5) that
The average number of the i -type conflicting situations taking place prior to the moment t is as follows: 
The average number of conflicting situations per unit of time (if 0 → t ) indicates a breakdown threat to the control system of the terminal, and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
It follows from (6) that breakdown threat may be expressed as: If we want to determine the number of conflicting situations over a long period of time, then it is assumed that a random variable ( ) 
